LSAC Committee Meeting
Meeting date | time 12/11/2014 7:30 PM | Meeting location DMTC
Meeting called by

Adam Peers

Minute taker

Ben Clark

Attendees
All Committee Members
Apologies
(none)

ACTION POINTS FROM LAST MEETING
Member Harry
Email Stuart UKSAA to see where Danages are going this year


Adam Peers told Harry Dean Lofthouse to delay purchasing a new Danage until he has spoken to Stuart
himself to see where discounted bosses are going. LSAC should prioritize cheaper bosses.

Action items
Email Stuart regarding Danage Bosses

Person responsible
Adam Peers

Deadline
N/A

MAIN BUSINESS
Welcome to the Novice Reps



Adam welcomed the Novice Reps Nicole Schembri and Henry Bardet into the committee and gave a
brief explanation of their role.
Ben Clark explained the process of the mailing list. Both Novices expressed interest in sending an
introductory email, Ben asked that they send drafts to him for the first few emails.

Action items
Contact Novices with an Introduction

Person responsible
Nicole Schembri/
Henry Bardet

Deadline
N/A

Summary of Recent Sanction Outcome


Adam explained that following correspondence with the AU, a meeting was held with the banned
member by Adam, Ben and Matthew Peers. Since he showed no signs of remorse or sympathetic
attitude, then the decision was made to keep the ban until Monday.

Action items
Formally type out minutes for disciplinary meeting

Person responsible
Ben Clark

Deadline
16/11/2014

Summary of Kieran’s BUCS Meeting


Adam gave a quick overview of the meeting, and outlined a few of the more major points concerning
the tournament
o LSAC Archers to get to Telford the day before the competition, which starts half an hour earlier
than last time.
o Kieran wants to use the minibus to transport equipment from Lilleshall.
o Kieran has already sorted out all bosses.
o Items for the Raffle should be collected, quality items only.
o The same people will meet with Kieran again in due course.

Dropbox Overhaul


Ben explained that the Dropbox folders have been re-organized and that everyone had a particular
folder that related to them. He asked that Adam added Arthur Coveney, Nicole and Henry to the
members list for this.

Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

Add Members to the Dropbox

Adam Peers

N/A

Prospective Article


Ben explained that this had been finished and sent and asked if it was worth adding more to the single
report concerning our success at Nottingham, the consensus was that a new report after the
Loughborough leg would go well.

Clarification on barebow style


Ben wanted to clarify a few coaching concerns with the barebow shooting style, and explained that
whilst he would prefer to see an equal representation of each shooting style, he would strongly suggest
that people did not move to it as a result of unsatisfactory results with recurve. He explained that
members doing this in the past have never rejoined the sport, which is a major concern for him.

Pay L&RCAA fees


Ben wrote a cheque but had forgotten to bring it to the session; he will give the cheque to Tom Cram
after the session.

Coaching Development


After speaking with Maggie Squires and Ashleigh McCloud, Ben shared the suggestion of having half
an hour sessions with the members of the club to focus on personal sports development. The committee
generally agreed on the idea but Adam would like to clarify how this ties in with Level 2+ payment for
coaching.

Action items
Ask what development issues novices would like to discuss

Person responsible
Nicole Schembri/
Henry Bardet

Deadline
N/A
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Action items
Discuss the idea further with senior coaches

Person responsible

Deadline

Adam Peers / Ben
Clark

Penny Smith – Soar Valley


Ben explained that a member of Soar Valley was coming to visit on a weekly basis to seek advice for
coaching, and that she will generally be shadowing Maggie for the assistance.

Regular Competitions


Matt explained that he wanted more internal competitions as a way of getting larger numbers and better
quality scores for external competitions. As there were no objections, Matt will be organizing more
internal competitions starting on Monday. It was noted that scoring in this case would be completely
optional per archer.

E-League


Arthur had forgotten that months end and start with the next month. He will make sure that these
scores are submitted in future.

Committee Social




Arthur mentioned that his house was free (as Harry was the only other member who owned a house)
and that he would like dates that everyone was free.
As Katharine Simmons is coming back temporarily in the following weeks, Tom suggested that we
planned for a date around then.
Nicole suggested using “Doodle” to plan dates.

Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

Plan a committee social

Arthur

Before next E-League
Scores

BUTTS





Richard Anderson and Tom will be judging, as they are not allowed to shoot.
Ben will make sure Derby are led to the pub and will keep them company.
Tom asked Arthur to get more targets, about 10 “three spots” and 50 “full faces” should do.
Arthur has provisionally booked The Noodle Bar, and everyone will order on arrival.

Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

Get final numbers for The Noodle Bar

Arthur

N/A

Order a set of new faces

Arthur

N/A
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AOB
No other AOB.

Session Rota
Saturday 15th November

-

Harry

th

Monday 17 November

-

Matt

th

-

Adam

-

Tom

Saturday 22 November

-

Ben

rd

Monday 24 November

-

Arthur/Ben

th

-

Adam

-

Tom

Tuesday 18 November
th

Wednesday 19 November
nd

Tuesday 25 November
th

Wednesday 26 November

(Coached Session)

The next Committee meeting will be held on Monday 24th November at the DMTC
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